
 
 

Schedule101 Joins ADP Marketplace Offering RWMS to Help Restaurants Manage 

their workforce with Cloud Scheduling and much, much more!  
 

Application available on marketplace.adp.com beginning June 24, 2015  

 
Brea, CA – Month Day, 2015 – Schedule101 today announced the availability of RWMS – Restaurant 

Workforce Management System, for access through the ADP® Marketplace, to help Restaurants better 
Manage their workforce through Cloud Scheduling & much, much more.  
 
Schedule101’s RWMS joins an ever-growing lineup of critical HCM and business applications that 

enable employers to optimize decision-making by seamlessly integrating workforce data across their 
company through secure ADP application programming interfaces (APIs).   
 
Schedule101’s RWMS centralizes all information related to who needs to be doing what, when, where, in 

some cases even how and why. The cloud allows store & authorized managers requiring multi-unit 
access, to intervene where necessary to manage tasks and ensure the right amount of the right 
personnel are on the floor for each and every shift, streamlining operations, driving profit, revenues, 
improving staff morale & thus the guest experience.  
 
ADP Marketplace is a new cloud-based app store designed to help employers dynamically manage an 
ecosystem of enterprise applications from ADP and world-class partners.  This enables companies of all 
sizes to extend the value of their workforce solutions seamlessly across their entire organizations via a 
secure, single-sign-on process.  
 
According to the ADP Research Institute®, the typical large company operates more than 31 separate HR 
applications and 33 payroll systems*.  Many HR systems currently lack the ability to share workforce data 
with each other – and other core business systems. Today’s constantly evolving business environment 
requires a digital enterprise application shopping experience and seamless data integration capabilities 
across solutions to drive meaningful business productivity.   
 
“Many companies struggle to integrate core HCM and business applications.  ADP Marketplace 
empowers employers to overcome that challenge so they can focus on boosting their business agility and 
their employees’ success,” said Don Weinstein, Senior Vice President, Product Management, ADP.  
Schedule101’s clients can access pre-integrated workforce data in real-time through one intuitive platform 
while tapping into a growing ecosystem of trusted HCM apps to meet their evolving business needs.”  
 
ADP Marketplace continues to add new HCM applications to meet the business community’s current and 
future needs. To learn more about ADP Marketplace, visit https://marketplace.adp.com/home.  
 
Scott Gerbasi, founder of Schedule101 says, “The ability to write a more profitable schedule, along with 
seamless execution of that schedule, through state of the art communications, will prove to be invaluable 
to ADP Clients. For managers, writing better schedules, driven by labor percentages and leveraging tools 
to operate more efficiently will improve their day. Coupled with employees empowerment to e-shift swap, 
drop & add, subject to online manager approval, effectively resolving conflicts amongst themselves, with 
the added bonus of the ability to access operational information, from anywhere at any time, better 
morale is  achieved. These features are not only a trend that more and more staff & managers are looking 
for but also beginning to expect. The resultant improved guest experience drives profitability & revenues 
leaving all system users wondering how they ever lived without it.”  
 
Jazmine Alvarez, manager at Oggi’s Restaurant in Fullerton, CA says, “We have been using 
Schedule101 since opening as a new restaurant going on 2 years now. To begin with, the Employee Self-
Registration, New-Hire training and Tracking features made staff preparation as seamless as it gets. In 
addition, Schedule101 is loaded with communication vehicles including email, texting, employee and 
management message boards that helped us get the word out in an instant. This became invaluable to 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d64RZnJOzAM
https://marketplace.adp.com/home


 
us. The web-based scheduling tool doesn’t get any easier and includes Shift Swap, Drop, and Add 
features that have changed the lives of our employees.” 
 
About Schedule101 

More than just cloud scheduling, Schedule101 is a Communications Hub designed by restaurant 
professionals for restaurant professionals.   
 
About ADP 

Employers around the world rely on ADP® (NASDAQ: ADP) for cloud-based solutions and services to 
help manage their most important asset - their people.  From human resources and payroll to talent 
management to benefits administration, ADP brings unmatched depth and expertise in helping clients 
build a better workforce.  A pioneer in Human Capital Management (HCM) and business process 
outsourcing, ADP serves more than 625,000 clients in more than 100 countries.  ADP.com. 
 
The ADP logo, ADP and ADP Research Institute are registered trademarks of ADP, LLC.  All other marks 
are the property of their respective owners. Copyright © 2015 ADP, LLC. 
 

*from “Harnessing Big Data: The Human Capital Management Journey to Achieving Business Growth” 2015 
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